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Abstract: We focus on the optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR)-aware optical path (lightpath) planning
problem in spectrally and spatially flexible optical networks (SS-FONs) connected using weakly
coupled multi-core fibers (MCFs) in which distance-adaptive and super-channel transmission is
realized using multiple modulation formats. In the SS-FON considered, the quality of transmission
(QoT) of optical signals is degraded due to the inter-core crosstalk (XT) effect occurring in MCFs.
To account for the XT impairment when planning lightpath connections, we make use of a reliable
QoT model based on the OSNR estimation, in which the XT impairment is integrated with other
physical-layer impairments. To model the lightpath planning optimization problem, we develop a
novel mixed-integer programming (MIP) formulation that incorporates the OSNR model. In addition,
we propose an efficient heuristic method that is capable of solving larger instances of the optimization
problem considered. The results of numerical experiments indicate the low scalability of the MIP
method due to the presence of XT and high effectiveness of the heuristic method. The analysis of
three different network topologies and two types of MCFs shows a high impact of XT on network
performance and limited performance gains from the presence of the central core in a 7-core MCF.

Keywords: space division multiplexing; elastic optical networks; multi-core fiber; inter-core crosstalk;
routing; spatial mode and spectrum allocation; offline planning; network optimization; mixed integer
programming; heuristics

1. Introduction

The evolution of communication networks is driven by the development and deploy-
ment of the 5th generation wireless networks (5G) [1]. The observed trends result in the
increase in metro, cloud and data center traffic, broadband speed, and numbers of devices
connected to the Internet. In this context, optical fiber networks are considered a key
technology for building the underlying transport infrastructure capable of assuring high
capacity, good scalability, low latency, carrier-class reliability, and adaptability to rapidly
changing demand and traffic patterns for best resource utilization.

Spatially and spectrally flexible optical networks, which combine space division multi-
plexing (SDM) [2] with flexible-grid elastic optical network (EON) technologies [3], have
been proposed as a long-term solution for ever-increasing capacity requirements in optical
networks [4,5]. SDM allows for the parallel transmission of a number of spatial modes in
suitable designed optical fibers, such as weakly coupled multi-core fibers [6]. Concurrently,
EONs enable a multi-carrier (super-channel, SCh), distance-adaptive transmission of optical
signals using flexibly assigned spectrum resources according to their demands [7].

In SS-FONs, lightpath connections are established using both spatial and spectral
resources available in SDM links. A lightpath carries an SCh, which represents a bundle of
optical signals transmitted using adjacent optical carriers within an appropriately allocated
spectrum (frequency) slot. The lightpaths are routed between their source and destination
nodes over the assigned spatial modes of SDM links. The allocation of frequency slots on
spatial modes to particular lightpaths should be contention-free; i.e., any two lightpaths
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cannot have assigned an overlapping segment of spectrum if they are routed through the
same spatial mode over the same SDM link. The corresponding transmission resource
allocation problem is called the routing, spatial mode and spectrum allocation (RSSA)
problem [8].

One of the main issues in the operation of MCF-based SS-FONs is the degradation of
signal quality of lightpaths due to the inter-core crosstalk effect that occurs in the MCFs [9].
In particular, the XT impairment affects the optical signals transmitted in an overlapping
segment of spectrum in adjacent MCF cores. If the degradation is too high, the signals
cannot be received properly. Therefore, the impact of XT on transmission quality should be
accounted for when provisioning lightpaths in the SS-FONs connected using MCFs.

In this paper, we address the classical problem of planning of lightpath connections for
a set of end-to-end traffic demands with a goal to optimize the utilization of spectral–spatial
resources in MCF-based SS-FONs. The main novelty of this work is the application in
network optimization of a reliable OSNR-based QoT estimation model [10], in which XT
is considered as yet another source of the OSNR degradation, along with other physical-
layer impairments (PLIs). The use of this model improves the accuracy of QoT estimation
when compared to prior works concerning the optimization of SS-FONs, in which XT
was considered either as the only source of signal degradation (e.g., see [11,12]), or it
was treated independently from other PLIs (e.g., see [13,14]). To model the optimization
problem considered, we propose a novel MIP formulation that incorporates the OSNR-
based estimator as a set of problem variables and constraints. By solving MIP in different XT
scenarios, we show that the use of the OSNR model complicates significantly the lightpath
planning problem, which itself (i.e., without QoT awareness) is NP-hard [8]. Therefore, to
provide solutions to larger problem instances, we propose an efficient heuristic method. As
numerical results show, the heuristic is capable of generating good-quality solutions to the
optimization problem.

The main contributions of this work are the following:

1. Formulation of an MIP model for the lightpath planning problem that incorporates a
reliable OSNR-based QoT estimator that accounts for the XT effect in MCFs;

2. Development of an efficient optimization method for solving the OSNR-aware light-
path planning problem;

3. Evaluation of the performance of the MIP model and the heuristic;
4. Analysis of the impact of XT on network performance in different network and MCF

scenarios assuming the use of a reliable OSNR-based QoT model.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related works. In
Section 3, we present the details of the network scenario and the OSNR model considered.
In Section 4, we formulate the MIP optimization problem. In Section 5, we describe the
optimization method. In Section 6, we present and discuss the numerical results. Finally, in
Section 7, we conclude this work.

2. Related Works

The majority of optimization studies in SS-FONs have concerned the problem of
lightpath provisioning for a set of traffic demands in static (offline) lightpath planning
and for individual connection requests in dynamic (online) lightpath provisioning [8].
The lightpath provisioning problem in SS-FONs translates into the RSSA optimization
problem, which was shown to be NP-hard [8]. The RSSA-related optimization problems
can be modeled as MIP problems [13,15–17]. MIPs yield exact, globally optimal solutions;
however, their scalability is usually low, which means that they cannot provide even
feasible solutions for larger RSSA problem instances in a reasonable time. Therefore, both
heuristics [13,17–19] and meta-heuristics [13,19] have been proposed to generate solutions
to large-scale RSSA problems. For more related works concerning the RSSA problem and
the optimization of SS-FONs, we refer to our literature survey in [8].

Regarding the XT-aware optimization of SS-FONs, two main approaches were consid-
ered, namely: (a) avoidance of XT by means of specific spatial and spectral resource allocation
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strategies [20,21] and (b) estimation of XT levels during the RSSA process [12,13,17,18,22,23].
The former approach does not guarantee that the XT levels of lightpaths are below the
allowable thresholds. Therefore, these methods are not appropriate for highly loaded
networks, in which the occupancy of spatial–spectral resources is dense. Contrarily, in the
latter approach, the RSSA process is supported by the knowledge about the actual XT levels
of both existing and potential (e.g., considered by an heuristic) lightpath allocations. In this
scope, two basic methodologies for XT estimation were applied, namely: (a) worst-case
XT [13,17,22,23] and (b) precise XT [12,14,18,24]. The worst-case XT estimation represents
the maximum XT level that may occur in the MCF [13,14], or in particular cores [14], re-
gardless of the state of the network. Although this method is simple, as the XT estimation
is static and not dependent on lightpath allocations, still, it may lead to an inefficient use of
resources due to overestimation of the actual XT levels, as shown in [14]. In contrast, the
precise XT estimation approach accounts for the actual allocation of spatial and spectral
resources in network links. The main disadvantage of this method is its computational
effort, as any change in the network state involves the need for XT check for each potentially
affected lightpath.

The estimation of transmission quality of lightpaths during the RSSA process, in
order to verify whether they are acceptable, requires reliable analytical models. In many
works concerning MCF-based SS-FONs (e.g., see [11,12,17,22,25,26]), the QoT verification
is reduced to the estimation of crosstalk using the analytical model presented in [9]. Since
these studies do not consider other linear and nonlinear physical-layer impairments that
affect the transmission of optical signals in fibers, the accuracy of QoT estimation is limited
in these works. In [13,14], an extended QoT model is used, which apart from using the
model from [9] for XT verification, it accounts for the existence of other PLIs that may
limit the maximum transmission reach (TR) of lightpaths in the network. However, in this
approach, the QoT verification is still performed separately with regard to XT and other
PLIs. Namely, first, it is checked whether the length of the lightpath is below the TR, and
then crosstalk is estimated for this lightpath.

In fact, as discussed in [10], the XT impairment is a source of OSNR degradation and,
therefore, it should be integrated with other PLIs in an OSNR-based model for reliable
QoT estimation. In our recent work [24], we have used such an integrated OSNR model
in a dynamic lightpath provisioning scenario. However, to the best of our knowledge,
the application of this model in the optimization of SS-FONs has not been considered in
the literature yet. This work aims at filling the gap by proposing an MIP formulation of
the lightpath planning problem with the QoT constraints included and by developing an
effective heuristic optimization method for solving the problem.

3. Network Scenario and QoT Model
3.1. General Assumptions

The spatially–spectrally flexible optical network that we consider in this study makes
use of weakly coupled multi-core fiber links that carry optical signals transmitted as spectral
super-channels. Each spectral SCh is formed by a group of optical carriers (OCs), which
occupy an appropriately allocated frequency slot within a flexible frequency grid on the
assigned MCF core. A frequency slot represents a subset of adjacent frequency slices on the
frequency grid. We assume that guard bands are introduced between adjacent SChs for
filtering and switching purposes.

The transmission and reception of OCs is realized using coherent transceivers. The
transceivers operate at fixed band rates and generate OCs that occupy a fixed-width
spectrum channel. The transceivers may use various modulation formats (MFs), and
therefore, they can support different bit rates that depend on the spectral efficiency of the
MFs. The MFs are selected based on the optical link properties. The OCs of a SCh use the
same MF. Each SCh makes use of the required number of transceivers, according to the
number of OCs it is composed of. In particular, if the bit rate of a traffic demand is above
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the transceiver capacity, assuming the selected MF, this demand is realized in the network
using several transceivers.

The lightpaths established in the network satisfy the spectrum and spatial continuity
constraints. Namely, the spectrum continuity constraint imposes that the frequency slot
assigned to the SCh carried by a lightpath does not change its routing path. The spatial
continuity constraint means that a lightpath has assigned the same core in each MCF on
the routing path. Spatial continuity simplifies the SDM switch architecture [27], and such
an assumption is frequently used in the literature [8].

3.2. Quality of Transmission Model

To estimate the QoT of lightpaths, we make use of the incoherent noise accumulation
model, as expressed by Equation (15) in [28], which is extended for the MCF-based SDM
scenario by including the inter-core crosstalk [10]. This model assumes that noise increases
linearly along the optical path, where XT is one of the sources of noise along with other
linear and nonlinear physical layer impairments. According to this model, the QoT of a
lightpath is acceptable if its signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is above the SNR level required by
the modulation format applied for this lightpath (denoted as SNRREQ).

The SNR of lightpath l routed over path p consists of a number of links (indexed by e),
where each link is composed of a number of fiber spans (indexed by i) and is calculated as:

SNRl =

(
∑
e∈p

(
∑
i∈e

PASE
i + PNL

i
Pch

+ µXT
e

))−1

, (1)

where Pch, PASE
i , and PNL

i denote the signal, EDFA noise, and nonlinear noise powers
per channel in fiber span i, respectively, and µXT

e is the crosstalk coefficient in link e. We
consider that the channel power is optimized locally for individual links, which leads to the
global optimization of QoT in the network according to [29]. The optimal channel power is
calculated from PASE = 2PNL constraint [28], which is also valid for the extended model
including XT.

In Equation (1), the value of crosstalk coefficient µXT
e is calculated according to [9] as:

µXT
e = Le · Ke · 10(XTREF+XTMARGIN)/10, (2)

where Le is the length of link e, Ke is the number of adjacent cores that cause crosstalk in a
given core and in a given spectrum band in link e, XTREF denotes the reference level of XT
between two adjacent cores in a given MCF (expressed in [dB/km]), and XTMARGIN is an
extra margin with which XT is estimated; according to [9], we consider XTMARGIN = 8 dB
for quantile q = 0.9999.

In Equation (2), the value of Ke reflects the actual maximum occupancy of cores that
are adjacent to a given core assigned to lightpath l, which is in accordance to the precise XT
methodology used in [14]. Namely, if lightpath l uses frequency slices F = (s1, ..., sS) and
Ke,s is the number of allocated cores adjacent to a given core in link e on slice s, then we
have Ke = max

s∈F
{Ke,s}.

In order to apply nonlinear Model (1) in an MIP formulation (in Section 4), we trans-
form it as the following. Firstly, we consider the inverse of SNRs instead of direct SNR
values, which leaves us with the summation operator on the right-hand side of Equation (1).
Secondly, since the values of Pch, PASE

i , and PNL
i are static and do not depend on the actual

load of neighbor MCF cores, we represent the summation of the quotient of these power
values by means of static parameter β(e), which is pre-calculated for each network link e.
Eventually, we substitute coefficient µXT

e in Equation (1) with Equation (2) and represent
the factors that do not depend on MCF link load by means of static parameter γ(e), which
is specific for each link e. As a result, we obtain the following relation:
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SNR−1
l = ∑

e∈p
(β(e) + γ(e) · Ke), (3)

where

β(e) = ∑
i∈e

(
PASE

i + PNL
i

)
· P−1

ch , (4)

γ(e) = Le · 10(XTREF+XTMARGIN)/10. (5)

Due to the inverse operation, we consider that the QoT of a lightpath is acceptable
whenever the value calculated using Equation (3) does not exceed the inverse of the
required SNR value, which we denote as Q, where Q = (SNRREQ)−1.

In Figure 1, we compare Model (1), referred to as OSNR-based, with the QoT model
considered in previous networking studies in SS-FONs (e.g., in [11–14]) that are based on
the estimation of XT only [9] and which we refer to as the XT-based approach. In particular,
we show transmission reach values estimated using both models (on the left side) and a
relative difference in the estimated TR values (on the right side) for different numbers of
active adjacent cores (K) in a function of the reference XT level in MCF (XTREF), assuming
the QPSK modulation format. We can see that the TR obtained using the XT-based model
may be much higher than when applying the OSNR-based model. Indeed, the relative
difference in TRs may reach up to between 80% and 100% for some XTREF values (around
−61 dB/km for K = 6 and −57 dB/km for K ∈ {2, 3}). This difference is significant and
may result in improper network operation if the less conservative XT-based model is used.
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Figure 1. Comparison of estimated transmission reaches in a function of crosstalk level for OSNR-
based and XT-based QoT models assuming QPSK modulation format.

Therefore, in the remainder of the paper, we focus on application of the OSNR-based
QoT model in the optimization of SS-FONs, namely, on mathematical modeling of the
OSNR-aware lightpath planning problem and on developing an effective optimization
method for solving it.

4. MIP Problem Formulation

In this section, we formulate the optimization problem that we aim to solve, namely,
the OSNR-aware lightpath planning problem in MCF-based SS-FONs. The problem con-
cerns the establishment of lightpath connections for a set of traffic demands in such a way
that any spectrum segment of any core of an MCF link is assigned to one lightpath at most
and each lightpath satisfies the SNR requirement discussed in Section 3.2. Following the
assumption in Section 3, each lightpath has assigned a unique MCF core index, which is the
same for each link of its routing path. In addition, the frequency slot assigned to a lightpath
does not change in consecutive links of the path. In other words, the spatial and spectral
continuity constraints are imposed. The optimization goal is to minimize the maximum
spectrum usage, which is defined as the width of spectrum required to serve all demands.
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To formulate the optimization problem as an MIP problem, we introduce the notation
presented in Table 1. In addition, in Table 1, we define a set of problem variables that we
use to model the MIP problem.

Table 1. Notation.

Sets and Parameters

V set of SDM optical nodes
E set of MCF links
C set of cores available at each MCF link
C(c) set of cores adjacent to core c
S set of frequency slices of a fixed width; S = {s1, s2, . . . , s|S|}
M set of available modulation formats
D set of traffic demands
L(d) set of allowable lightpaths for demand d
L set of all allowable lightpaths; L = ∪d∈DL(d)
L(e, c, s) set of lightpaths routed through link e, core c, and slice s
E(l) set of links belonging to the routing path of lightpath l; E(l) ⊆ E
S(l) set of frequency slices assigned to lightpath l; S(l) ⊆ S
c(l) core assigned to lightpath l; c(l) ∈ C
m(l) modulation format used by lightpath l; m(l) ∈ M
d(l) demand realized by lightpath l
Q(m) the inverse of the required SNR value for modulation format m

Variables

xdl binary, equal to 1 if lightpath l ∈ L(d) is selected for demand d ∈ D
yecs binary, equal to 1 if slice s ∈ S of core c ∈ C of link e ∈ E is used be a lightpath
ys binary, equal to 1 if slice s ∈ S is used in the network
wecs continuous, represents the inverse of the SNR value in slice s ∈ S of core c ∈ C of link e ∈ E

The MIP formulation is as follows:

minimize z = ∑s∈S ys, (6)

∑l∈L(d) xdl = 1, d ∈ D, (7)

∑l∈L(e,c,s) xd(l)l = yecs, e ∈ E , c ∈ C, s ∈ S , (8)

yecs ≤ ys e ∈ E , c ∈ C, s ∈ S , (9)

β(e) + γ(e) ·∑c′∈C(c) yec′s = wecs, e ∈ E , c ∈ C, s ∈ S , (10)

∑e∈E(l) wec(l)s ≤ Q(m(l)) + (1− xdl) · B, d ∈ D, l ∈ L(d), s ∈ S(l). (11)

Optimization objective (6) minimizes the number of frequency slices that are actually
used in the network (calculated as the sum of variables ys). Constraint (7) assures that
each demand will be realized using exactly one lightpath selected from the set of allowable
lightpaths. Constraint (8) assures that the selected lightpaths do not collide with each other;
namely, each slice on each core of each link can be used by one lightpath at most since
yecs is a binary variable. Constraint (9) defines variables ys that indicates whether slice s
is used on at least one link. Eventually, Constraints (10) and (11) implement Model (3)
for assuring QoT. Constraint (10) estimates the inverse value of SNR for each slice on
each core of each link, taking into account the allocation status in neighbour cores (the
sum of variables yecs). Constraint (11) assures that whenever lightpath l is selected for
demand d (i.e., if xdl = 1), the sum of inverse SNR values (variables wecs) corresponding
to the spectral–spatial resources used by lightpath l on its routing path does not exceed
the limit allowable for the modulation format used by this lightpath (i.e., value Q(m(l))),
according to Model (3). B represents a large value that assures that Constraint (11) is always
satisfied if variable xdl is equal to 0.

Solving MIP model (4) is difficult even without the presence of OSRN constraints
(10)–(11) [30]. Therefore, in the next section, we propose an efficient heuristic method
for generating good-quality solutions to larger instances of the optimization problem
considered.
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5. Optimization Method

In this section, we propose an optimization method for the OSNR-aware lightpath
planning problem in MCF-based SS-FONs. The optimization method applies the OSNR-
based QoT estimation model presented in Section 3.2 and generates feasible solutions to
the MIP model formulated in Section 4. In the description of the method, we apply the
notation presented in previous sections, and we introduce additional symbols specific to
the algorithm.

The core element of the optimization method is the OSRN-aware lightpath allocation
(OSNR-LA) algorithm, which solves the problem of allocation of lightpaths satisfying given
SNR requirements for an ordered set of traffic demands (denoted as D̃), which are processed
one by one. The algorithm makes use of candidate routing paths P(d) that are available for
each demand d. In OSNR-LA, the verification of SNR is performed both for each candidate
lightpath and for all already allocated and possibly affected lightpaths based on the actual
allocation status of spectral–spatial resources in network links, which is maintained in a
network state matrix A. In particular, the allocation status of frequency slices in cores of
particular network links is represented using the maximal free-occupied block (MFOB)
approach proposed in [30] that utilizes a three-dimensional matrix A|E |×|C|×|S|. Element
A(e, c, s) corresponds to slice s in core c of link e, and it represents the allocation status
of slice s (free or busy) as well as contains the information about how many consecutive
slices (beginning from s) have the same status as slice s. By reading element A(e, c, s),
the algorithm is able to determine either whether the requested number of consecutive
slices is available for allocation of a lightpath or which slice is worth checking next. As
shown in [30], the application of MFOB speeds up considerably the searching for free
spectrum resources.

A pseudo-code of the OSNR-LA algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. In lines 1 and 2,
spectral–spatial resource allocation state matrix (A), the set of allocated lightpaths (L), and
the required number of slices (z) are initialized. In line 3, a loop iterating over consecutive
demands from the ordered set of demands (D̃) begins. In line 4, the best lightpath (l)
selected for demand d is initialized. In lines 5 and 6, respectively, loops iterating over can-
didate paths (P(d)) for demand d and available MCF cores (C) are started. The beginning
frequency slice (sbeg) of a candidate lightpath is initialized in line 7, and a “while” loop iter-
ating over consecutive candidate slices starts in line 8. In line 9, frequency slot f beginning
from slice sbeg and occupying N(d, p, c) consecutive slices is initialized. Here, N(d, p, c)
represents the number of slices required to serve the bit rate of demand d on path p and
core c, assuming that the best modulation format that can be used on path p is selected.
In line 10, candidate lightpath l is initialized with path p, core c, and frequency slot f . In
line 11, it is checked using the allocation state matrix (A) whether spectral resources are
available for lightpath l in core c in each link of path p. If the resources are available, then
subset L̃ of the already selected lightpaths (L̃ ⊆ L) that might be affected by lightpath l is
determined in line 12. In line 13, it is checked whether lightpath l and all possibly affected
lightpaths (L̃) satisfy the QoT requirement by calculating their inverse SNR values, using
Model (3), and comparing them with allowable limits, as discussed in Section 3.2. If the
QoT of lightpaths is acceptable, then it is checked (in line 14) whether candidate lightpath l
has a lower beginning slice index than the best lightpath (l) found so far for demand d. If
so, lightpath l is substituted with lightpath l (in line 15) and the “while” loop is terminated
(in line 16). Otherwise, if either spectral resources are not available or the QoT of some
lightpath is not satisfied, then beginning slice sbeg is updated to the next available slice (in
line 18), and the candidate lightpath verification procedure (starting in line 9) is repeated.
After all candidate path–core pairs have been processed, the best lightpath (l) found for
demand d is included into the set of allocated lightpaths (L) and network state (A) is
updated in line 19. In addition, in line 19, the required number of frequency slices (z) is
updated if the ending slice (send) of lightpath l exceeds z. The algorithm terminates after all
demands have been processed.
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Algorithm 1 OSNR-Aware Lightpath Allocation (OSNR-LA)

Require: ordered demands D̃, candidate paths P

1: Initialize resource allocation state matrix A
2: Allocated lightpaths L ← ∅, required number of slices z← 0
3: for all demand d ∈ D̃ do
4: best lightpath l ← ∅
5: for all path p ∈ P(d) do
6: for all core c ∈ C do
7: frequency slice sbeg ← 1
8: while (sbeg ≤ |S|) do
9: frequency slot f ← (sbeg, sbeg + N(d, p, c)− 1)

10: lightpath l ← (p, c, f )
11: if spectral resources are available in A for lightpath l then
12: L̃ ← the lightpaths from L that have a common link and a common slice and

are carried on a neighbor core to l
13: if QoT estimated using Equation (3) is acceptable for all lightpaths in {l} ∪ L̃

then
14: if l = ∅ ∨ sbeg(l) > sbeg then
15: l ← l
16: break
17: else
18: sbeg ← next available slice obtained from A

19: Include lightpath l into L, update network state in A, and update z← max{z, send(l)}

Ensure: lightpaths L satisfying QoT for demands in D, the number of required slices (z)

Algorithm 1 returns a feasible allocation of lightpaths after processing the demands
according to given order (D̃). Since the lightpaths selected and spatial–spectral resources
allocated may differ for different sequences of processed demands, the value of objective
function (z), which represents the number of frequency slices required in the network,
may differ as well. Therefore, as the value of z is subject to minimization, we execute
Algorithm 1 a number of times, each time assuming a different order od demands D̃, and
we consider the solution with the lowest value of z as the best one and returned by the
optimization method.

To drive the algorithm in its search toward the best order of demands, we apply
a simulated annealing (SA) method [31]. Namely, at each SA iteration, two randomly
selected demands in D̃ are swapped, and Algorithm 1 is executed for the resulting order of
demands. If the obtained value of z is improved, it is considered as the best one and order D̃
is accepted as the current one; otherwise, order D̃ is accepted with certain probability, which
decreases after each SA iteration. To control the performance of SA, two parameters are
used: temperature T > 0 determining the probability of accepting non-improving solutions
and cooling rate ρ representing the speed of decreasing the temperature in consecutive
iterations, where 0 < ρ < 1. We consider that T is initialized with the product of the
value of z obtained in the first algorithm iteration and a temperature coefficient (denoted
as τ). After each SA iteration, T is updated and takes the value T × ρ. The probability of
accepting non-improving solutions is calculated as e−(z−z)/T , where z and z are objective
function values corresponding, respectively, to the new and current solution. In Section 6.2,
we perform algorithm tuning to select the values of τ and ρ that offer the best performance.

Eventually, to speed up the algorithm, we make use of multi-core CPU capabilities
and run a number of parallel threads (one per a logical CPU core), where each thread
executes an instance of the SA method described above. For algorithm parallelization, we
apply the cooperative with solution exchange (CSE) approach proposed in [30]. In CSE,
the best global solution (namely, best order D̃ and best value of z) is shared between the
threads. Whenever improved, this best global solution is updated and distributed among
the parallel instances of SA that consider D̃ as the current order of demands. As shown
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in [30], a parallel simulated annealing (PSA) algorithm allows significantly decreasing
computation times.

In the next section, we analyze the performance of the above presented OSNR-aware
lightpath planning method—referred to as OSNR-LA-PSA—by means of numerical experi-
ments run in various network scenarios.

6. Numerical Results

We evaluate the proposed MIP optimization model and the OSNR-LA-PSA method
in three different networks: generic German (DT12), Spanish (TEL30), and European
(EURO16), which are shown in Figure 2. The parameters of network topologies are summa-
rized in Table 2.

Figure 2. Network topologies: DT12, TEL30, and EURO16.

Table 2. Characteristics of network topologies; SP means shortest path.

Network Nodes Links
Length [km]

Mean Link Mean SP Max SP Max Path

DT12 12 40 243 483 1019 2056
TEL30 30 112 148 450 944 1130

EURO16 16 46 486 1185 2663 4781

The flexible frequency grid has a 12.5 GHz granularity. We assume that each network
link consists of a number of 100 km length spans and a residual span that complements
the link according to its actual length. The candidate routing paths are generated using
a k-shortest path algorithm. We assume that k candidate paths are available for each pair of
nodes. The paths are ordered according to their ascending physical lengths. In Section 6.1,
we study the impact of k on network performance with the aim to select such k that offers a
good tradeoff between the obtained results and algorithm runtimes. We consider two MCFs
(shown in Figure 3): a typical seven-core hexagonal weakly coupled MCF that consists of a
central core and six regularly spaced outer cores (MCF-7) and a six-core MCF that lacks the
central core (MCF-6).

MCF-7 MCF-6

Figure 3. Tested fibers: MCF-7 and MCF-6.

The optical carrier and the guard-band occupy, respectively, three and one frequency
slices. Four modulation formats are considered: BPSK, QPSK, 8QAM, and 16QAM, with
the carried bit rate of 50, 100, 150, and 200 Gbit/s per 32 GBd OC, respectively. Traffic
demands have randomly generated end nodes, and bit rates were uniformly distributed
between 50 Gbit/s and 1 Tbit/s with a 50 Gbit/s granularity.
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The levels of crosstalk depend on the design and physical properties of MCFs [9].
Different values of crosstalk are mentioned in the literature, and the latest measurements in
a recirculating loop for PDM–16QAM signals estimate it between−57 and−60 dB/km [32].
Low XT levels are difficult to be achieved in a seven-core MCF of standard 125 µm diameter
due to low outer cladding thickness, which increases excess loss [33]. Therefore, we study
the MCF scenarios in which the level of XT between two adjacent cores (XTREF), i.e., due
to signal leaking from one core to another core, is between −51 and −61 dB/km. Such
values display the highest differences between the conventional XT-based model and
the considered OSNR-based model (as shown in Figure 1) and, at the same time, have a
significant impact on the transmission reach.

As a reference, we consider an SDM scenario in which XT is not present (denoted by
“∞”), which might correspond to a network using single-mode fiber bundles (SMFB) [8]. The
transmission model uses the assumptions formulated in Section 3. The system parameters
and the required SNR levels for the MFs considered [34] are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Transmission system parameters.

Attenuation coefficient (α) (dB/km) 0.21
Chromatic dispersion (CD) (ps/nm/km) 16.7
Nonlinear index (n2) (W2/m−1) 2.3× 10−20

Effective area (Aeff) (µm2) 80
EDFA noise figure (NF) (dB) 5
Required SNR for BPSK (dB) 6.8
Required SNR for QPSK (dB) 9.8
Required SNR for 8QAM (dB) 14.3
Required SNR for 16QAM (dB) 16.5

The evaluation was performed on a 3.7 GHz 32-core Ryzen Threadripper-class ma-
chine (64 logical threads) with 64 GB RAM. The CPLEX solver v.12.9 [35], run with default
settings in a parallel mode, was used to solve the MIP model.

6.1. Impact of Candidate Routing Paths

We started by analyzing the impact of the amount of available candidate paths (k)
on OSNR-LA-PSA performance. We assumed τ = 1, ρ = 0.9, and 105 iterations in
OSNR-LA-PSA. The evaluation was performed for |D| ∈ {100, 150, 200} and for both fiber
types, assuming XTREF ∈ {−51,−57,−61} dB/km. In particular, for each k and network
topology, we obtained results for 18 different scenarios, which we averaged afterwards.

In Table 4, we show average values of objective function (z) and algorithm running
time (T) for different numbers of candidate paths (k) in each network. We can see that z
can be improved considerably when increasing k. However, starting from some value of k,
the improvement is either none or negligible, while the algorithm runtimes still increase.
Therefore, in the remainder of the paper, we assume that k is equal to 6, 8, and 5, respectively,
for DT12, TEL30, and EURO16, which is a good tradeoff between the obtained results and
algorithm runtimes.

6.2. Tuning of OSNR-LA-PSA Method

In order to tune the OSNR-LA-PSA method, we executed it assuming different val-
ues of cooling rate ρ and initial temperature coefficient τ, where 0.8 ≤ ρ ≤ 0.999 and
0.1 ≤ τ ≤ 10. For each pair of ρ and τ, we evaluated 20 different problem instances, namely,
10 randomly generated demand sets for each MCF scenario (MCF-6 and MCF-7), assum-
ing |D| = 200, XTREF = −57 dB/km, and 104 algorithm iterations. Next, the results
were averaged.
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Table 4. An average value of objective function (z) and algorithm processing times (T) for different
number of candidate paths (k); T in seconds.

k
DT12 TEL30 EURO16

z T z T z T

1 58.3 5 44.7 6 79.1 7
2 53.3 9 35.9 10 63.1 12
3 48.7 13 32.8 14 61.1 19
4 45.4 18 32.2 18 61.1 25
5 44.4 22 31.1 23 60.8 31
6 43.9 26 30.5 28 60.8 37
8 43.8 36 29.8 35 60.9 50

10 43.8 44 29.7 42 61.0 63

In Table 5, we present the average values of z in a function of the OSNR-LA-PSA
parameters in the studied networks. Although the results do not differ much, still, the best
performance (i.e., the lowest value of z) is achieved for ρ = 0.9 and τ = 1 in each network.
Therefore, we apply these best values of ρ and τ in the following sections.

Table 5. Results of tuning process—an average value of objective function (z) for different values
of initial temperature coefficient (τ) and cooling rate (ρ) in analyzed networks; best values marked
in bold.

ρ
τ (DT12) τ (TEL30) τ (EURO16)

0.1 0.5 1 5 10 0.1 0.5 1 5 10 0.1 0.5 1 5 10

0.8 55.0 55.0 55.1 55.6 54.8 35.5 35.5 35.3 35.5 35.6 74.8 74.8 74.3 74.3 74.0
0.85 55.5 54.9 55.0 55.2 55.1 35.5 35.2 35.2 35.4 35.2 74.7 74.3 74.2 74.3 73.9
0.9 54.9 55.0 54.7 54.9 55.1 35.6 35.4 35.1 35.4 35.4 74.2 74.5 73.5 73.9 74.2
0.99 55.8 56.3 56.0 55.8 55.9 35.7 36.5 36.1 36.4 36.3 75.2 75.5 75.6 76.3 75.8
0.999 55.7 55.9 56.1 55.9 56.1 35.9 36.3 36.3 36.3 36.3 75.8 75.8 75.7 75.8 76.1

6.3. Performance of OSNR-LA-PSA vs. MIP Model

To evaluate the quality of solutions generated by the OSNR-LA-PSA method, we
compared these solutions with the results obtained by solving the MIP model presented
in Section 4 using the CPLEX solver. The analysis was performed in different routing,
traffic, and XT scenarios in network DT12. Namely, we considered k ∈ {1, 3} can-
didate routing paths, |D| ∈ {50, 80, 100} demands, and reference XT levels XTREF ∈
{−51,−57,−∞} dB/km. CPLEX was run with a 1 h runtime limit, while 105 iterations were
performed in OSNR-LA-PSA. Our main focus was on the objective function values zMIP

and zOSNR-LA-PSA as well as on computation times TMIP and TOSNR-LA-PSA obtained, respec-
tively, using the MIP model and the OSNR-LA-PSA method.

The obtained results are presented in Table 6. Apart from the above-mentioned metrics,
we report the MIP optimality gaps (∆MIP) and the performance gaps between both methods
(∆rel). Namely, ∆MIP expresses a relative difference between zMIP and CPLEX lower bounds
after the 1 h computation period, while ∆rel represents a relative difference between the
obtained values of zMIP and zOSNR-LA-PSA.

First of all, we can see that the presence of crosstalk complicates extremely solving
the MIP model. While CPLEX is able to find optimal solutions (∆MIP = 0%) in a few
seconds in the XT-less scenario (−∞ dB/km), it does not achieve the goal in most cases
for higher values of XTREF. Indeed, even for one candidate routing path (k = 1) and
|D| = 80 demands, the MIP optimality gap is above 20%, and it increases for higher values
of k and |D|; for k = 3 and |D| = 100, a feasible solution could not be found within the 1 h
runtime limit.
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Table 6. Comparison of MIP and OSNR-LA-PSA performance in different routing, traffic and crosstalk
scenarios in network DT12; TMIP and TOSNR-LA-PSA in seconds.

Scenario MIP Results OSNR-LA-PSA Results Difference in z

k |D| XTREF zMIP ∆MIP TMIP zOSNR-LA-PSA TOSNR-LA-PSA ∆rel

1

50 −∞ 16 0% 0.1 16 0.3 0%
−57 17 0% 216 17 1.5 0%
−51 26 0% 867 26 1.0 0%

80 −∞ 19 0% 1.3 19 0.4 0%
−57 26 23% 3600 26 2.4 0%
−51 37 43% 3600 36 1.7 −3%

100 −∞ 23 0% 2.6 23 0.5 0%
−57 47 51% 3600 37 3.7 −21%
−51 52 56% 3600 49 3.2 −6%

3

50 −∞ 16 0% 2.0 16 0.3 0%
−57 16 0% 2994 16 3.3 0%
−51 20 20% 3600 20 2.4 0%

80 −∞ 19 0% 3.8 19 0.5 0%
−57 27 30% 3600 20 6.9 −26%
−51 37 49% 3600 26 5.7 −30%

100 −∞ 22 0% 8.1 22 0.7 0%
−57 unknown – 3600 32 10.5 –
−51 unknown – 3600 44 7.4 –

At the same time, OSNR-LA-PSA solutions are obtained in very short times, not
exceeding about 10 seconds, for all evaluated problem instances. The OSNR-LA-PSA
results (zOSNR-LA-PSA) are either the same or better (lower) than the MIP results (zMIP). In
particular, whenever MIP solutions are optimal (i.e., ∆MIP = 0%), the solutions found
using OSNR-LA-PSA have the same objective value and, thus, are also optimal. Moreover,
in several cases when the optimality of MIP solutions is not confirmed (∆MIP > 0%),
OSNR-LA-PSA achieves much better results than MIP (within its runtime limit), where the
relative difference ∆rel between the feasible solutions found reaches up to −30%. Note that
a negative ∆rel signifies that zOSNR-LA-PSA < zMIP.

The above results show that the MIP model has a low scalability, especially, at the
presence of crosstalk. Concurrently, the processing times of the OSNR-LA-PSA method
are low and the quality of solutions generated is high in the network scenarios evaluated.
These results indicate that OSNR-LA-PSA is an effective and efficient method for solving
the OSNR-aware lightpath planning problem. Therefore, in the next section, we apply this
method for analysis of larger network and traffic scenarios.

6.4. Evaluation of Network Performance

The last set of experiments was aimed at analyzing network performance in larger
network scenarios that differ in topology, traffic demands, crosstalk levels, and MCFs used.
The results were obtained after 5× 105 iterations performed in the OSNR-LA-PSA method.

In Figure 4, we present the number of used slices (z) in the SS-FON network using
fiber MCF-7 after optimized planning of lightpaths for |D| demands, assuming different
topologies and XT levels. We can see that z increases with |D|, which is obvious as
higher traffic demands result in higher bandwidth (spectrum) requirements. The smallest
spectrum requirements are in network TEL30, which is due to both a larger number of links
and shorter paths in this topology than in the other two networks (see Table 2). Indeed, the
average link load is lower in a network with a larger number of links, while shorter paths
enable the application of spectrally efficient modulation formats. The highest values of z
are observed in EURO16, which is due to long transmission paths and, consequently, less
efficient MFs that can be applied in this network. In Figure 4, we can also see that higher
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XT levels result in higher spectrum requirements. This can be explained by the fact that
the allocation of lightpaths on neighbor MCF cores that would be acceptable in a low XT
scenario might not be permitted in a high XT scenario due to an excessive degradation
of QoT. In such a case, the lightpaths might need to be allocated within non-overlapping
frequency ranges, thus increasing the spectrum requirements.
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Figure 4. The required number of slices in a function of the number of demands in different network
and crosstalk scenarios assuming fiber MCF-7.

In Figure 5, we show a relative difference in the number of used slices (δ) for particular
XT scenarios with respect to the SDM scenario in which XT is not present (XTREF = −∞).
The value of δ increases with the number of demands up to some level at which it stabilizes.
In addition, in each network, we can see that the higher the XT level, then the higher
the value of δ. In particular, the spectrum requirements of the MCF-based network with
a high level of XT (XTREF = −51 dB/km) might be more than twice as much as of the
network connected using SMFB links. In general, the values of δ are on comparable levels
in different network topologies for particular XT levels.
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Figure 5. Relative difference in the number of required slices with respect to the XT-less SDM scenario
as a function of the number of demands in different network and crosstalk scenarios assuming
fiber MCF-7.

In Figure 6, we analyze the impact of the types of multi-core fiber used, namely, MCF-6
and MCF-7, on spectrum requirements in different XT scenarios. The bars represent the
number of slices (z) required to allocate |D| = 500 demands, while the lines reflect the rela-
tive difference (δ) in the number of slices required in the MCF-6 scenario when compared
to the MCF-7 case. We can see that in the XT-less scenario (XTREF = −∞), the networks
take advantage of an additional core that is available in MCF-7 and utilize between about
14% (in TEL30) and 17% (in EURO16) spectrum resources less than in the case of MCF-6.
However, if crosstalk is present, the gain in spectrum usage drops considerably down,
to about 1%–2%, in all networks. In smaller networks DT12 and TEL30, it happens for
XTREF = −61 dB/km, while in EURO16, it is observed for XTREF = −57 dB/km. The
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MCF-6 differs from MCF-7 only in the lack of the central core (see Figure 3). Note that this
core is the one most affected by XT as it is adjacent to all six outer cores. Therefore, this
core is likely to be utilized less if XT is present. As a consequence, it reduces the potential
performance gain from the higher capacity available in MCF-7 when compared to MCF-6,
which is reflected in the results in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Comparison of network performance for fibers MCF-6 and MCF-7 in different network and
crosstalk scenarios assuming |D| = 500: the required number of slices (bars) and relative difference
in the number of required slices between both MCF options (lines).

Eventually, in Figure 7, we report the computation times of the OSNR-LA-PSA method
as a function of the number of processed demands for XTREF = −57 dB/km (left chart)
and the crosstalk level for |D| = 500 (right chart), assuming MCF-7 and 5× 105 algorithm
iterations. We can see that the algorithm runtimes increase almost linearly with |D|. At
the same time, the presence of XT has a huge impact on algorithm computation times
when compared to the XT-less scenario. This is mainly due to the need for a frequent,
dynamic verification of QoT for every slice of each lightpath possibly affected by XT, which
is a time-consuming process. Note that in a XT-less scenario, this process can be omitted,
since the QoT estimation for particular lightpaths is static and not dependent on the actual
allocation of spectral-spatial resources in the network. In addition, note that the application
of both the proposed MFOB resource allocation approach and parallel processing in the
optimization method (see Section 5) has allowed speeding up algorithm processing times,
which would be very large otherwise.
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Figure 7. OSNR-LA-PSA computation times in a function of number of demands |D| for
XTREF = −57 dB/km (left chart) and reference crosstalk level XTREF for |D| = 500 (right chart).

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we have addressed the problem of quality-of-transmission-aware plan-
ning of lightpath connections in spectrally–spatially flexible optical networks connected
using weakly coupled multi-core fibers. For estimation of QoT, we made use of an OSNR-
based estimator in which the crosstalk impairment occurring in MCFs is considered as
a source of the OSNR degradation along with other physical-layer impairments. The
application of the OSRN model allows obtaining reliable solutions, which may not be the
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case for the methods proposed in prior works that are based on the verification of XT levels
only. We have included the OSNR estimator into a mixed-integer programming model of
the lightpath planning optimization problem as a set of problem variables and constraints.
Moreover, in order to generate solutions for larger network instances, we have developed
an effective and fast optimization method.

The obtained results of numerical experiments show that the MIP model has a low
scalability, especially at the presence of crosstalk impairment, which complicates signifi-
cantly solving the model. On the contrary, the optimization method proposed is capable of
generating good quality solutions and can provide solutions to larger problem instances in
reasonable time, even though the XT effect has a negative impact on algorithm computation
times, too. Inter-core crosstalk also affects network performance and may lead to much
higher demand for spectrum resources— even twice as much in the evaluated network
scenarios—when compared to the case where this signal impairment is not present. Eventu-
ally, the capacity of a multi-core fiber may not be utilized fully it the MCF has a specific core
arrangement that does not allow to utilize some of its cores due to excessive XT levels in
these cores. In particular, we have shown that a six-core MCF that has a core arrangement
corresponding to a typical seven-core MCF, but is deprived of the central core, may offer
almost the same performance as the seven-core MCF in the networks in which crosstalk
has a considerable impact on transmission quality.

In future works, we will focus on reformulating and strengthening the MIP model
proposed in this work, with the aim of enabling solving larger problem instances as well as
improving the estimation of solution lower bounds.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

EON Elastic optical network
MCF Multi-core fiber
MF Modulation format
MIP Mixed-integer programming
OC Optical carrier
OSNR Optical signal-to-noise ratio
OSNR-LA OSNR-aware lightpath allocation
OSNR-LA-PSA OSNR-aware lightpath allocation–parallel simulated annealing method
PLI Physical-layer impairment
QoT Quality of transmission
RSSA Routing, spatial mode and spectrum allocation
SDM Space division multiplexing
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio
SCh Super-channel
SS-FON Spectrally and spatially flexible optical network
TR Transmission reach
XT Crosstalk
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